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StoryBoard Artist is a program that helps individuals create and print storyboards. Storyboards are sequential illustrations or images (like a comic 
book) that outline a scene or a script. They can be rough sketches or intricate 3D illustrations and the finished sketches are usually tacked to the wall 
or a cork-board in long rows for quick viewing and easy rearranging. 

Many movie studios, companies that create video games, live stage productions, etc. use storyboards to pre-visualize their animation or live action 
movie, TV show, event, motion graphics, interactive media (video games) sequences, or live theatrical play scenes.

The Storyboarding Process
In the movie industry, an artist takes the movie script and breaks it into a series of quickly drawn images which tells the story from the camera’s 

point of view. Storyboards often include arrows that depict the actor’s or camera’s movement within a shot, occasional notes, and (optionally) it 
includes the dialog. Being able to pre-visualize a movie’s sequence allows film directors to spot potential problems with the camera angles or the flow 
of their films. This is more cost effective than to realize the problem(s) after the expensive and time consuming shooting of a scene or entire movie.

Libraries
Traditionally, storyboards are hand drawn (either on paper or digitally using a computer’s pen tablet). Though you can still hand draw your 

storyboards within StoryBoard Artist, it really isn’t necessary. StoryBoard Artist takes another approach. It comes with a wide variety of ready-made 

Figure 1. This is the StoryBoard Artist’s main work space. The Frame window (upper left corner) is showing one of the 
default backgrounds plus two of the stock 3D Posable characters. The Library Palette sits at the upper right of the window. 
Here you can see some of the available characters along with some of the available interiors, exteriors, and props. The 
bottom right shows the Layers palette. The Timeline and sound Tracks crosses the bottom of the window. 



location, prop, and character images that you can place in your storyboards:
Characters/actors: Three types of characters are included in the StoryBoard Artists 

package:  
• The “3D Posable Characters” come with many predefined poses, but they can also be 

freely rotated (Figure 2). They also have “Joins” so you can reposition or rotate the 
character’s limbs, head, and body using X, Y, Z axis sliders (similar to the joints being 
moved on an imported 3D object as illustrated in Figure 10).

• 3D Rendered Characters can’t be freely rotated. They come with preset pose rotations and 
elevations. They also have expressions that you can apply (Figure 3 & 4).

• The Colorizable 2D Vector Characters come in a variety of pre-made poses, rotations, and 
elevations (figure 6). 
Locations: There are multiple Interior and Exterior locations available. 
The Interior locations are grouped in categories of: 
• Commercial: library, museum, office rooms, elevator, corridors, etc. 
• Entertainment: restaurants, computer store, theater, etc.
• Industrial: Inside factories, control rooms, etc.
• Transportation: inside cars, planes, airport terminals - including baggage checks, etc. 
• Home: All sorts of rooms and furniture
• Sets: House walls with doors etc 
The Exterior locations are grouped into categories of: 
• Metro: big city buildings, parks, baseball fields, etc. 
• Suburbs: schools, trains, planes, junkyards, etc, 
• Country: highways, bridges, tunnels, etc. 
• Landmarks from around the world. 
• Water: beaches, Boats, Marinas, Underwater, etc. 
• Nature: various landscapes from different times of the year. 
• 3D Scenes: 3D rooms and buildings.
Props:
The prop categories are: Food, Furniture, Hand props (luggage, sports equipment, tools, 

equipment), Nature (animals, trees, planets), and Transportation. I think the rest are self-explanatory, 
so I won’t give examples this time.

All of the ready-made content makes it very easy to put together or stage your frames/storyboard. 

Figure 2. The “3D Posable Characters” come with many poses, depicted by black 
silhouettes on a purple background. The illustration on the left shows the sitting 
position being chosen along with a screenshot showing the resulting pose. Then 
you can use the Orbit tool to freely rotate (in any direction) the character to the 
view or angle that you want (right image).

Figure 4. The 3D Rendered Characters come 
with 8 “Head Shots”. Each of these shows a 
different expression ranging from happy to sad.

Figure 3. Unlike the “3D Posable 
Characters” that can be freely rotated, the 
“3D Rendered Characters” have their poses 
already “Baked in”. This means they only 
have eight horizontal (rotation) angles plus 4 
vertical angles (overhead, high angle, eye 
level, and low angle).

Figure 5. Each of these arrow elements 
are provided to help indicate in-frame 
motion or camera motion.



But it must be mentioned that the location and prop images are not photo-realistic. These 
are loosely painted images. They really look like photographs that have been converted into 
painted/cartoon images using a third party program. But since you aren’t trying to draw 
great works of art or high-end animations, they are adequate for storyboarding purposes.

Custom libraries: If the provided libraries don’t contain the images that you want to use 
in your storyboard, you can create a custom library using you own images, logos, and digital 
pictures.

User Interface 
StoryBoard Artists’ interface elements include (refer to Figure 1): 
1. Frame Window - where you draw or compose your storyboard frames. 
2. Menu Bar with pull-down menus located at the top of the screen 
3. Navigation Toolbar 
4. Tabs that can be used to access different Toolbars 
5. Toolbars that display tool icons that can be used to navigate and perform functions
6. Library Palettes 
7. Color Palette 

Storyboarding
A storyboard project consist of frames, scenes, and acts:

• Frames (a single drawing) represent actions as seen through the camera’s lens.
• Scenes are composed a series of frames. In animations, there is usually a new scene 

whenever the camera angle changes. With live-action productions, this is called a shot. 
Typically, a new shot is created for things like going from a mid shot to a close shot, when 
the shot goes from the inside the house to outside, etc.

• An Act is one or more scenes that are grouped together representing 
a story arc.
Whenever you add a new frame (and then pose your characters 

and props there-in), small thumbnails of these frames appear at the 
bottom of the Storyboard Artist window. This way you can quickly 
see the progression of your story. If you notice that a frame or scene 
would go better in a different location, you can quickly and easily 
grab the frame or group of frames and move them to a new location. 

Every Frame has 18 accompanying Caption Windows. These 
allow you to add text or data relevant to each frame. The available 
windows range from Sequence, Scene, or Shot numbers to Action 
notes, Dialog, Makeup, Costume, and Lighting notes.

In addition to images, StoryBoard Artist can also import (text) 
scripts in the following formats: FCF, TAG, RTF, and Final Draft 
scripts in both File Converter Format (FCF) and Final Draft v.8 
Format (FDX).

Getting started
When you open StoryBoard Artist you are given the opportunity to 

choose the Aspect Ratio (width vs. height) of the frames in which your 
storyboards will be composed. The available resolution presets range from “21:9 CinemaWide (2.33)” [1024 x 428] to “4:3 SDTV 1.33” [1024 x 
768]. If your desired resolution isn’t listed, you can create a custom resolution.

Graphics
You can compose your storyboard frames using imported graphics, images drawn using StoryBoard Artist’s draw tools, any of StoryBoard Artist's 

pre-drawn Library objects, or a combination of all three. Once a graphic is placed in the Frame window, it can be modified to help you best share 
your vision of the shot you are composing. These images, each can be: 
• Grouped (and then ungrouped)

Figure 7. The “Import Movie wizard” can import a frame from a video 
so you can place it in a your storyboard. The video’s perspective can be 
changed so the imported frame can be used as a wall, TV Screen, 
computer monitor, etc. 

Figure 6. The Colorizable Vector Characters 
(shown at the top of this image) have a wide 
variety of ready-made poses that that you can 
use. 



• Layered/stacked on top of, or behind 
each other to show foreground / 
background relationships

• Zoomed or stretched to be larger or 
smaller (to indicate close up or long 
shots) 

• Cropped (to show only a portion of 
an image or so it can be combined 
with another image) 

• Flipped or Rotated. 

Drawing
StoryBoard Artist supports two types 

of graphic files:
• Bitmap images: These are graphics 

that are made of pixels (which 
resemble tiny dots) laid out on a grid. 
Since bitmap images often require 
large amounts of storage space, 
StoryBoard Artist will compress the 
images for you.

• Vector images: These are graphics 
that are made of scalable objects and 
lines (which use a mathematical 
equation rather than individual dots 
or pixels). Vector objects can be 
scaled without losing line sharpness 
(unlike pixel lines that will eventually 
blur with resizing).
Storyboard Artist comes with drawing and painting tools along with a 

wide variety of colors. The Draw Toolbar contains many familiar art tools 
such as the Paint, Text, Line, Rectangle, and Bezier tools. There are also 
Directional Arrows that can be used to indicate "into", "out of" and 
"across" the frame movement (Frame 5). 

Importing
The importable file formats includes: BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, PICT, 

PDF, TIFF, PSD, and SKP. StoryBoard Artist can also import 
Photoshop layers into separate sequential frames or as separate 
images/layers in one frame.

There is a Folder Import option that lets you drag a whole folder of 
images into StoryBoard Artist. Each image in the folder will be imported 
into successive new frames. Each image’s name will be given to the frame 
that it will be placed into.

You can also glean images from movies using StoryBoard Artist’s Import Movie Wizard. (Figure 7).

3D Objects
StoryBoard Artist can import 3D models that were saved in the Google SketchUp, Google 3D Warehouse (.skp), or Autodesk (FBX) formats. 

The FBX model’s “Joints” remain intact. So if you turn on the “Show Joints” option, click on one of the red dots, and then move the X, Y, Z axis 
sliders, the model’s appendages will rotate around the selected joint. In the Figure 10 (right image) example, I was able to make the futuristic Police 
Walker take a step and swivel its turret. 

If your FBX file has multiple materials (colors) associated with it, you can change their colors using the Materials Name drop down box (Figure 
11).  

Figure 8. If you are in a hurry, you can speed up the storyboarding process by using the QuickShot 
tool. This has drop-down menus that let you choose from predefined Shot Types, Characters, and 
Locations. In the above example, I chose the “Over the shoulder left” Shot Type, a male and a 
female actor, and the “Airport Concourse” Location. Clicking the “Create” button made a new 
frame and then placed all of the components in the correct location.

Figure 9. When the QuickShot tool creates a frame, it also places text 
in the selected Caption window. In this example, since the “Action” 
Caption was selected, it placed the location at the top. Below that, it 
lists the Shot Type (Over-the-shoulder) along with the names of the 
actors “Man 1” and “Woman 1”.



Lighting
The mood or look of the imported 3D 

models and the included 3D Posable objects 
can be changed by adjusting the the color 
and intensity of the Direct or Ambient Light. 
You can increase or decrease a specific light 
by dragging the light sliders or change the 
light’s color using a color picker. You can also 
use the Rotate Tool will rotate the lights 
around the object.

Layers
Layers help you keep your artwork 

organized and it lets you edit individual 
components in each frame. For example, in 
Figure 1,  the Airport Concourse is on Layer 
1, the Woman is on layer 2 and the Man is 
on layer 3. By having them on separate 
layers, you can quickly modify the model or 
drawing on an individual layer without 
effecting the model or drawings on the other 
layers. 

Crop and Mask Tools
You can use the Crop or Mask tools to crop 

away parts of your frame’s image. For example, 
you can crop away the bottom half of a body 
to give the illusion that your character is 
standing behind a counter, car, etc.  

Special Effects
Not only does StoryBoard Artist come with character, landscapes, and props, but it also has Effects that 

can be applied to your frames: Drop Shadow, Depth of Field (it blurs the background), Flip the Shot 
Horizontally or Vertically, add a Green or Black Screen, add Fog or Haze, and change the whole frame to 
Black & White or Sepia.

Key Color
The Key Color tool can be used to key out 

(make it transparent) a color from your 
imported images. Figure 12 shows the green 
screen background being keyed out from 
behind the imported image of a Minotaur. 
On occasion when you key out a color, a 
thin outline of that color still surrounds your 
image. If this happens, you can use Key 
Color’s Tolerance slider to remove the 
remaining color.

The Timeline and Animatics
The Timeline (that lines the bottom of 

the work window) shows your project in an 
easy-to-view linear graphic format. As you 
compose frames, StoryBoard Artist adds 

Figure 10. StoryBoard Artist can import 3D models 
that were saved in the Google SketchUp, Google 3D 
Warehouse (.skp), or Autodesk (FBX) formats. The 
FBX model’s “Joints” remain intact. So if you turn on 
the “Show Joints”, click on one of the red dots (see the 
top right image), and then move the X, Y, Z axis sliders 
(shown in the left image), the model’s appendages will 
rotate around the selected joint. In this example, I was 
able to make the futuristic Police Walker take a step 
and swivel its turret.

Figure 11. If your FBX file has 
multiple materials (colors) associated 
with it, you can use the color picker 
to modify/change these material 
colors.

Figure 12. The “Key Color” tool can be used to make a color transparent, such as in removing 
the unwanted green screen background from behind this imported image of a Minotaur. 



thumbnails to the Timeline. 
StoryBoard Artist isn’t a full animation package but it does let you play frames like a movie. These 

movies/animations are called Animatics. Animatics can be used for commercial, animation, video, and 
feature films previews. The Animatic timelines can have transitions - including animation between 
frames and sound track layers (the supported sound formats are: WAVE, AIFF, and MP3). The 
Timeline can also be used to synchronize the timing of picture to sound for linear projects and to set the 
frames relationship to each other.

Overview Window
In addition to being able to view your storyboard frames in the Timeline, you can also use the 

Overview window. This groups the frame thumbnails in rows located on the right side of the 
StoryBoard Artist window. The thumbnails are slightly larger than the ones in the timeline (which 
makes it easier to see the frame’s illustrations) plus the location information is listed at the bottom of 
each thumbnail (Figure 13). The overview window can also be used to shuffle or rearrange the order of 
the frames in your projects.

Border & Aspect Overlays
Frames can have overlay borders which can be used to enhance your printed projects (Figure 14). If 

you don’t see a border style that suits your needs, you can create your own custom border overlays.
Frames can also have Aspect Overlays to show the safe-compose area. Aspect Overlays are available in 

all StoryBoard Artist aspect ratios: Standard Def, iMax Film, Euro Feature, High Def, US Feature, 
iMax Digital, and Cinema Scope.

QuickShot
If you are in a hurry, you can speed up the storyboarding process by using the QuickShot tool. This 

has drop-down menus that let you choose from predefined Shot Types, Characters, and Locations. In 
the Figure 8 example, I chose the “Over the shoulder left” Shot Type, a male and a female (vector) 
actor, and the “Airport Concourse” Location. Clicking the “Create” button made a new frame and then placed all of the components in the correct 
location.

When the QuickShot tool creates a frame, it also places text in the selected Caption window. In this example, since the “Action” Caption was 
selected, QuickShot placed the Location information at the top of the caption. Below that, it listed the Shot Type (Over-the-shoulder) along with 
the names of the actors “Man 1” and “Woman 1” (Figure 9).

Multi-Path Projects
In addition to creating Storyboards to print out on paper or made into animatics (that move through the frames from start to finish), you can also 

create non-linear interactive presentations for Web, DVD, game and interactive or enhanced TV (ITV) productions. In short, this involves making 
buttons and hot spots that link to different parts of your storyboard. Just like using DVD chapter buttons to jump to a chapter before or after the 
current chapter.

Pen Tablet Support
Those with pen Tablets will be pleased to know that my Wacom Intuos 

pen tablet worked just fine with the StoryBoard Artist Studio program.

Printing the Storyboard
Once you have completed your storyboard, its time to print. You start by 

choosing which Page elements you want printed, e.g. Frame image, 
Scene/Shot/Shooting number, Dialog, Camera, Lighting, Costume info, etc. 
Then you can choose from one of StoryBoard Artist’s preset StoryBoard 
Layouts or create a custom layout (where you arrange the elements in the 
way you want).

You can have the images printed as-is, or you can use the Sketch option to 
give your frames a sketched look. The available sketch styles are: Simple Sketch, Charcoal, Graphic Pen, and Halftone. Each sketch type has six 
sketch intensity levels, ranging from “No Sketch” to “Heavy”.

Figure 14. If you want, you can add Border Overlays to give 
your Storyboards a stylistic edge.

Figure 13. The Overview tab allows 
you to view all of your frames as 
thumbnails and easily move back and 
forth between them. It also gives you an 
easy way to shuffle the order of the 
boards/frames in your project.



The final step is to print the storyboard or save your document as a PDF file so you can take it to a print-shop to have it printed there.

Exporting
StoryBoard Artist can export your storyboard project in various formats: 
H.264 Video Flash Video iMovie Project EDL/Timing sheet Link Data  
XML Final Cut Pro 7   Breakdown Text Data SA Shot Assistant*  HTML                
Frame /File Series Objects MetaSync ePub iBooks 
*This lets you save a file to your computer and then email it to your phone or upload it a web server so you can download the project to your 

iPhone or iPad (see the next heading for additional information about this option).
StoryBoard Artist includes a cross-platform, compressed file format. This format can be opened on both Mac and Windows versions of 

StoryBoard Artist and, with new automatic compression, .sba files are smaller than ever. 

Storyboard Quick Direct (iOS Mobile App)
There is a mobile (iOS) version of StoryBoard called StoryBoard Quick Direct. Rather than one universal App, 

there is a separate App version for the iPhone and another for the iPad. The mobile apps are designed for filmmakers 
of every level so they can compose their ideas while they are out 
in the field (you never know when inspiration will strike). They 
can also be used to create and then show off your storyboards 
and cinematic ideas to clients when you are away from the office. 
As an added bonus, the storyboards can be imported into 
StoryBoard Artist or StoryBoard Quick on your laptop or 
desktop Mac for additional tweaking.

StoryBoard Artist versions
PowerProduction sells two StoryBoard Artist versions - 

StoryBoard Artist and StoryBoard Artist Studio. The Studio 
version contains more options than the non-Studio version. This review covered the Studio version. If you don’t have deep pockets for the Studio 
version nor need all of the options of either of the Studio Artist versions, PowerProduction also sells two less expensive storyboarding programs called 
Storyboard Quick and Storyboard Quick Studio. The Storyboard Price and Features web page lists the difference between all four. Check it out to 
find the version that best suits your needs and pocketbook.

The Skinny
Evaluation: I have used two types of Storyboard making programs - both of which are used by the movie industry. The first used the traditional 
drawing technique and the second (this one) has you using pre-made characters, backgrounds, and props. After using both, I must admit that I like 
StoryBoard Artist better. The reason: I can create a whole series of frames (using the QuickShot tool) in the time it would take me to draw just one 
frame in the other program. 

I must admit that the included artwork isn’t of the highest quality (I own 2D backgrounds and 3D figures that are more detailed). That said, I 
think they show enough detail to convey the characters and actions needed for each frame. Besides, these aren’t meant for the “Big Screen”. They are 
for directors, etc. to plot out the flow of their movie or productions.

I think that StoryBoard Artist would be great for individuals that have a hard time drawing, since a wide variety of the content and poses are 
already made for you. All you have to do is choose the ones you want to use. On the other hand, it also gives artists the option to create their content 
from scratch or use a combination of hand drawn and Library content. So it is a versatile program.

Requires: Macintosh: OS X 10.6 - 10.11, 256 MG RAM, 20 GB HD
 Mobile Apps: iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch, iOS 7.0+

Company: PowerProduction Software

Price: (All Mac versions are currently on sale)
 StoryBoard Artist 7: $499 StoryBoard Artist Studio 7: $899
 StoryBoard Quick: $249 StoryBoard Quick Studio: $349
 StoryBoard Quick Direct for iPhone: $19.99* StoryBoard Quick Direct for iPad: $29.99*
 *Additional in-App purchases are available

Figure 15. You can increase or decrease a specific light by dragging the light 
sliders. You can also change the light’s color using a color picker or use the 
Rotate Tool will rotate the lights around the object

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/storyboard-quick-direct-for/id501440298?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/storyboard-quick-direct-for/id501440298?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/storyboard-quick-direct-hd/id504372138?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/storyboard-quick-direct-hd/id504372138?mt=8
http://www.powerproduction.com/store.html
http://www.powerproduction.com/store.html
http://www.powerproduction.com
http://www.powerproduction.com

